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The Future of Work is on everyone’s mind



Prudential Life Insurance Billboard on Mass Pike
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The Academics Wake Up



The world in 1960 when JFK was elected

25% of workers were blue collar

“Computer programmer” was not an official Census occupation

38% of women were in the workforce

The Organization Man was a best selling book

No one could have predicted how all of this has changed

In thinking about the future let’s be humble



Plan of the talk

What is happening (and not happening)

Our skill provision system

Moving forward



Future of Work:   Fake News

We face a jobless future

We have no control over the trajectory of technology

We face the Uberization of work



Future of work:   True News

Technology will require that we help people obtain skills and adjust

Unless we take action too many people will continue to hold low wage 
jobs

Skill requirements for good jobs are within the reach of most people

America’s human capital development system has many strengths and 
is often effective.  But is in need of support and improvement



THE FUTURE?



The jobless future is an invention to sell newspapers

A simple example: word processing

--Impact on professors, managers, and many others: a complement

--Impact on typing pool:  a substitute

--Impact on administrative assistants: leads to job redesign

Many technologies have similar characteristics.   And they also stimulate the 
creation of new jobs.

So the problem is not the end of work.  It is adjustment.



Percent of employees who say they were impacted by 
technology or software, 2017

Source:  Pew Research Center, “Automation In Everyday Life”



Another “fake” worry:  the uberization of jobs



We are neither being “urberized”nor becoming a 
free agent nation

Percent of the workforce in on-
line arrangements

Percent of the workforce that is 
independent contractors



A real worry:  job quality and it appears to be structural

In 2018
15% of 25+ year olds (not self-employed) earned less than $12 an hour

28% of 25+ years old (not self-employed) earned less than $15 an hour

And there has been virtually no progress

In 2000 the figures (in real terms)  were 18% and 31%.  

Clearly the problem is structural.   Growth and full employment, while   
important are not enough Paul Osterman



The core questions for the education and 
training system

Where will the jobs be?

What skills will be demanded?

How will we will deliver those skills?



The barbell polarization narrative

Source: David Autor Ely lecture
Paul Osterman



Production Workers, 2018-2028
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Now consider two sets of occupations

Middle Skill

Health Care Technicians

Office and Administrative

Construction

Installation,  Maintenance, Repair

Production

Transportation and Material Moving

Misc other small groups

median 2017 annual earnings

$32,358

Low  Skill

Food and Beverage Prep and Serve

Home Health Aides and CNAs

Personal Care Services

Retail clerks and cashiers

B & G Cleaning, Housekeeping, Maids

Security Guards, Taxi drivers

median 2017 annual earnings

$16,685Paul Osterman



Distribution 2018-2028 of  openings if retirements 
are at age 65

Paul Osterman
Source:   Osterman calculation from BLS net openings projections and ACS age distributions by occupation
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Distribution 2018-2028 of  openings if retirements 
are at age 70

Paul Osterman
Source:   Osterman calculation from BLS net openings projections and ACS age distributions by occupation
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Put differently….

If you are a community college or a job training program or a 
high school counselor the fact that the number of production 
workers will fall and their share of employment will decline is 
not nearly as interesting as the fact that there will be around a 
million production worker job openings.

And the fact that office and administration jobs will barely 
grow over this period and their share will decline is not as 
relevant as the fact that there will be more than 3 million 
openings.



These data tell us where the jobs will be

They imply that there will be plenty of “middle skill” jobs.  But what 
actually are those skills?



Broad acceptance of the idea that people need to 
up their skill game

Source:  PEW



Skill puzzles/complications/conclusions

The data show a gradual increase in skill requirements and not an 
acceleration

Employers’ descriptions of what they want are often aspirational.   The 
reality is that job requirements can be adjusted and skill requirements 
are flexible

There are, and will be, a great many good jobs that are well within the 
reach of most people



We are not seeing an acceleration in skill 
demands

And more direct measures of skills show a similar pattern



Skill requirements move with the business 
cycle

Source: Alicia Sasser Modesno, EconoFacts



Basic skill requirements: percent of manufacturing 
establishments requiring for core workers (2012-
2013)
Read simple instruction manuals                                               75%

Write short notes                                                                          60%

Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Fractions                      74%

Simple computer use                                                                    73%

Source: Osterman and Weaver



Extended skill requirements: percent of 
manufacturing establishments requiring for core 
workers (2012-2013)
Read documents 5+ pages                                                         35%

Write 1 + pages                                                                            21%

Use probability or statistics                                                        14%

Use algebra, geometry, trig                                                         32%

Use manufacturing or engineering software                           40%

Write computer programs                                                           25%

Source: Osterman and Weaver



Social Skills are also of growing importance



America has a distinctive and remarkably complex skill delivery 
system

School Based Entry                                                 Firm Based

CTE (voc ed) in high schools                            OJT

Career Academies                                             Classroom

Apprenticeships                                                 Apprenticeships

Community College                                                 

Proprietary Schools 

School Based Adult “Lifetime”                               Remedial/Sectoral

Community Colleges                                         WIOA etc

New models (e.g. coding academies)             Intermediaries

MOOCS                                                                CBOs

Proprietary schools Paul Osterman



The critique:   complicated,  poorly articulated, hard to navigate

The critique:   “nothing” works

But:  It is open, flexible, permits mind-changing and reflects the 
realities of the U.S. job market

But:  a great deal does work



The key players

Community Colleges

Intermediaries/Second chance training programs

Union apprenticeship programs

New models:   MOOCS, coding academies, etc.

Firms



The main source of formal skill provision: community 
colleges

1,200 nationally.  Offer degrees and certificates

Credit courses: about 6 million students 

4 million are part time
33% work 35 or more hours a week
40% over age 24

Another 6 million in non-credit courses

About half of all CC students are in vocationally oriented programs

Disproportionally minority, first generation college, lower income 

Average annual sticker price $3,520 but real price after grants and tax benefits:  $500
Paul Osterman



Evidence on rate of return

Random assignment not possible so the best studies use fixed effects and
also tend to limit selves to administrative data from a limited number of states

Substantial benefits to completing an AA degree.   

Lesser, but still positive, benefits from a certificate

Modest benefits from simple attendance

Difficult to track payoffs for transfer students

BUT:  drop-out rates much too high



Community College issues
Completion rates

Developmental Education

Pathways

Support services

Multiple missions

Transfer Function

Workplace function

Who pays

Firm contributions to customized training
Paul Osterman



Connections to employers is weak
A national survey of establishments, 2012-2013:

Among those with a CC in their region
Use the CC to train potential new hires or recruits                  13%
Use the CC to train incumbent workers                                      20%
The CC does a good job of communicating with industry

Very true                                                                            10%
Somewhat true                                                                 32%

Among those who use the CC       
The CC is very helpful in meeting our needs                                11%
The CC is somewhat helpful in meeting our needs                     29%



Coming attractions:  CCRC and MIT project on 
community colleges and employers



Intermediaries

These are the evolution of traditional second chance programs and have 
their roots in the War on Poverty

Today these are delivered by community groups, business associations, 
and governments

They are funded by foundations,  business associations, governments

Paul Osterman



Intermediaries

Modern model

dual customer:  strong employer connections

support services

pathways:  remedial + training

sometimes training in-house, sometimes in community colleges

Varied auspices:  community groups, business groups, unions

National support networks:  National Fund For Workforce Solutions, 
Aspen Institute Economic Opportunities Program,   Jobs For the Future

Heavily foundation supported but Federal funding now directed (to 
what are terms “sectoral” programs but are the same thingPaul Osterman



Source: Elliott and Roder, 2017

EVALUATIONS OF BEST PRACTICE ARE POSITIVE

COST = $10,500 PER PARTICIPANT



Intermediary issues

Scale

Diffusing best practice models

Weeding out weak players,  growing the strong ones



Union training

Apprenticeships:  533,000 active

Among Federal programs 67% in construction

Joint training funds:   examples:  health care, hotels,  auto

Never really evaluated.  But the “evidence of the eye” is that they are effective

BUT:  

Scale is small relative to the economy

Too often absent in public policy debates and initiativesPaul Osterman



New models: the Wild West

Profits and non-profits that deliver certificates, MOOCS, short-term 
targeted training

We know next to nothing about scale or performance



A core component:  employers

The traditional system:   schools provide general training and 
employers provide specific training for their needs

This seems to be eroding but the signals and data are not clear

Data suggests a decline

Anecdotes point in both directions



Source: Waddoups, 2016

What data we have suggests firms are doing less training



Shorter job tenures = less time to amortize investments

Greater use of contract workers

Financial pressures = efforts to shift costs elsewhere

Weaker HR function

Weaker employee voice

Paul Osterman

Possible explanations



Agenda

Improve performance of players and diffuse best practice

”Big” ideas
Individual Training Accounts
Standardize credentials system
Data transparency

“Fix” employer practices

Resources



The “credentials movement”

On the fact of it, logical

But real questions about whether employers utilize them

recent survey by MEP program: employers unaware and
do not use

Manufacturing establishment survey:  only 7.4% of  
establishments use skills credentials provided by industry 
associations or national testing organizations



The “training account and transparency 
movements”

Providing people with resources to obtain training is desirable

But unless the “training infrastructure” is there the money is likely to be 
wasted and too much will go to low quality providers

Similarly, reforms that focus on improving information can only be good.   
But, again, the information is only useful if there are high quality uses to 
which it can be put.

This consideration brings us back to building up the system



Building the system

Resources

Organizational change, i.e. politics in the large and the small

Getting into the heads of employers



FEDERAL FUNDING

Source: https://www.nationalskillscoalition.org/resources/publications/file/Americas-workforce-We-cant-compete-if-we





Community College Funding

Per pupil operating expenditures less than half of four year public 
bachelor (not masters and not research) colleges

Funding has yet to catch up to pre Great Recession levels



Politics:  Community Colleges as an example

How navigate multiple missions

How implement best practices

How deal with independent boards and own tax districts

How learn to play nice with other players, e.g. intermediaries



Employers

But it’s not just about programs and schools

Employers need to step up and invest in training

Recall that skills requirements are adjustable as is job design

It is important to provide access to people in danger of being left 
behind 



How move the needle with employers?

Incentives, e.g. tax credits for training?

More effective outreach by schools and programs?

Changing norms and jawboning?

Pressure?

Full employment?

Employee Voice?



Hard questions

And, how specialized and “vocational” and “employer oriented” should we 
be?

Keeping in mind

We want people to be mobile and successful over the lifetime

We also want to get people good jobs today

Distributional concerns are real

How should costs be distributed between the public sector and firms



In conclusion

We have experienced several periods in which education, training, and 
skill have been at the center of American policy discourse

The War on Poverty

The “Made In America,”  “America’s Choice” era

We may be in such a period now given the concerns with both 
technology and inequality.    We have a real opportunity to move 
forward on these issues

You are at the leading edge of these discussions.    Go to it!!



THANK YOU!


